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The Nature of the Law and Related Legal Writings 1991 during the course of his lifelong wide

ranging reflections on history and philosophy eric voegelin naturally was drawn to speculate on

the nature of law this volume consists of many of voegelin s significant writings in this area most

notably the previously unpublished the nature of the law voegelin completed the nature of the law

in 1957 while he was a member of the political science faculty of louisiana state university and

teaching a course in jurisprudence at the university s law school in it he undertakes a

philosophical analysis of the law to determine its nature or essence and comes to the conclusion

that the law does not exist as a discrete entity but instead constitutes the structure of a society

the law as voegelin s analysis reveals is not simply the command of a leviathan handed down to

others nor is it simply the result of a social compact among autonomous individuals or the

expressed will of a majority securing its own self defined immediate worldly interest it is rather a

part of the order that a society discovers and specifies for itself in the effort to secure the

common good thus laws and legal order have an integral relation with the society that declares

them for in declaring laws the society in some sense structures itself also included in this volume

is voegelin s detailed outline for the jurisprudence course he taught at lsu from 1954 to 1957 the

outline was distributed to voegelin s students but otherwise has not been published in this outline

voegelin is concerned more with the criteria for legal order than he is with the nature of law

voegelin also prepared for his jurisprudence course supplementary notes that are essentially a

compact statement of his views on the law and the editors have included those notes here finally

the book contains reviews written by voegelin in 1941 and 1942 of four books on legal science

and legal philosophy

Compendium of Election Laws and Related Jurisprudence 2019 synesthesia is the phenomenon

where sensual perceptions are joined together as a combined experience this volume explores

the richly complex manifestations of synesthesia and law the work explores aspects of

embodiment place and presence that constitutively frame law amidst social cultural and historical

contexts book jacket

the major aim to write this textbook is to فرهنگ فقه، حقوق و معارف اسلامى 2012
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provide information in articulate summarized manner to accomplish necessities of undergraduates

as per pci regulation this volume is designed not only according to curriculum of undergraduate

courses in pharmacy by pci but also to communicate knowledge on pharmaceutical jurisprudence

for post graduate learners we assured this book will be originate very valuable by graduates post

graduates professors and industrial learners

Synesthetic Legalities 2020-06-30 law is a multi dimensional aspect of modern society that

constantly shifts and changes over time in recent years the practice of therapeutic jurisprudence

has increased significantly as a valuable discipline therapeutic jurisprudence and overcoming

violence against women is a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly research on

the strategic role of jurisprudential practices to benefit women and protect women s rights

highlighting a range of perspectives on topics such as reproductive rights workplace safety and

victim offender overlap this book is ideally designed for academics practitioners policy makers

students and practitioners seeking research on utilizing the law as a social force in modern times

A TEXTBOOK OF PHARMACEUTICAL JURISPRUDENCE 2024-04-29 a the set generally

please note that the following description applies to both volumes in the 2010 yearbook not solely

to volume ii the global community yearbook is a one stop resource for all researchers studying

international law generally or international criminal tribunals specifically the global community

yearbook appears annually in two volume editions of carefully chosen primary source material

and corresponding expert commentary the general editor professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo

employs her vast expertise in international law to select excerpts from important court opinions

and also to choose experts from around the world who contribute essay guides to illuminate

those cases although the main focus is recent case law from the major international tribunals and

regional courts the first volume of each year s edition always features expert articles by

renowned scholars who address broader themes in international law themes that appear

throughout the case law of the many courts covered by the series as a whole b this particular

edition 2010 beginning with the 2010 edition the yearbook will include the new section forum

jurisprudential cross fertilization an annual overview this section aims to compare and analyze the
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interconnections between the decisions of international courts and tribunals as a way of exploring

and examining judicial dialogue and the development of common legal principles and concepts in

all branches of international law the yearbook is the first academic journal to present an annual

overview of the process of jurisprudential cross fertilization between the courts based on the

drafting and systematic classification of legal maxims i e points of law decided by various

international courts in the section entitled decisions of international courts and tribunals a

comprehensive and complete survey by eminent international law scholars exploring evaluating

and documenting this process has the potential to enhance our contribution and thus further

guide our understanding of how to reduce conflicts and create an effective exchange of legal

reasoning between different courts the aim is to promote a favorable environment for the courts

to advance the process of judicial cooperation with a view to the possible harmonization of legal

principles governing the global community c individual volumes volume 1 the 2010 edition of the

global community yearbook presents three categories of material wholly beneficial to any

international law researcher international tribunals court opinions excerpted with scholarly skill by

general editor giuliana ziccardi capaldo expert guidance on those cases in the form of

commentary by globally recognized luminaries whom ziccardi has chosen personally and more

broadly focused introductory essays by similarly prominent scholars whom ziccardi has also

selected for that purpose in the introductory essays those scholars take on current topics such as

global intellectual property law and policy the nature of international law and human development

and the legal political connotation of material support to terrorism these incisive and

knowledgeable introductory articles help frame the debates currently raging in international law

before this edition leads the reader on to expert commentary on the noteworthy cases from this

past year s dockets of the following tribunals the international court of justice the international

tribunal for the law of the sea wto dispute settlement system international criminal court

international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia international criminal tribunal for rwanda

court of justice of the european union ziccardi has arranged the sections of this volume according

to that list of tribunals and she has included a short targeted index for each of those sections
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making any research in this volume efficient and fruitful the 2010 edition of the global community

yearbook also gives researchers an illuminating tour through the varied and dynamic law of

regional and organizational courts in the court opinion excerpts and expert commentary that fill

this volume researchers will find detailed guidance on a rich diversity of legal topics on these

questions and a host of others this volume provides to students scholars and practitioners alike a

valuable combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which that

discussion relates the courts covered in this edition include the court of justice the european

court of human rights inter american court of human rights international centre for the settlement

of investment disputes

2021 Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2022-10-14 as

individuals travel across borders societies have become more and more pluralistic the result of

increased migration is the interaction among cultural communities and inevitably clashes between

state law and customary law these cultural conflicts have given rise to a new multicultural

jurisprudence in this volume scholars grapple with the immense challenges judges are currently

experiencing everywhere to what extent can and should courts accommodate litigants requests

by taking their cultural backgrounds into account this collection brings together powerful

examples of the cultural defense in many countries in western europe north america and

elsewhere it shows the ubiquity of this defense contrary to the mistaken impression that it has

been invoked principally in the united states this book makes the case for undertaking studies of

the use of the cultural defense in jurisdictions all over the world where this has not been

previously documented many of the chapters concentrate on criminal cases including homicide in

the context of honour crimes provocation based on loss of face or witchcraft killings some deal

with other areas of law such as asylum jurisprudence family law and housing policy they show in

concrete cases how cultural claims have arisen and how legal systems wrestle with these

arguments it is clear that judges have had considerable difficulty handling many of the cultural

claims the authors demonstrate persuasively the need to reconsider the proper use of cultural

evidence in legal proceedings those interested in the ways in which expertise influences the
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disposition of cases will find this book compelling

Therapeutic Jurisprudence and Overcoming Violence Against Women 2017-02-22 this book

contains a selection of essays and articles by john h jackson previously published over four

decades and now collected together into one volume each article has been selected for its

continued timeliness and relevance to contemporary issues in international trade particular

attention has been given to making available articles that have previously been less accessible

for the most part articles are republished in their original form but where appropriate the author

has clearly marked some omissions and added updating material an indispensable addition to

every international trade library

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2010 Volume II

2012-03-14 foundational principles of the contemporary practices of both restorative justice and

the concept of therapeutic jurisprudence often import organic and indigenous practices of conflict

resolution to resolve insufficiencies and even to explain fundamental ideas too often the

indiscriminate use of such practices does not mind the gap between the defining principles the

guiding principles or the limiting principles that challenge particular features of practical

applications minding the gap between restorative justice therapeutic jurisprudence and global

indigenous wisdom gives an authentic voice to practitioners and theorists whose work originates

in organic or indigenous conflict resolution it raises awareness of the diversity of approaches to

dispute resolution from the deep perspective of their foundations and understands the challenges

that arise in the practical application of restorative justice and therapeutic jurisprudence models

when using principles disconnected from their foundation it further offers ways to bridge the gap

so that it is no longer an obstacle but a source of transformation covering topics such as justice

praxes indigenous conflict resolution and global indigenous wisdom this premier reference source

is a dynamic resource for hr managers lawyers government officials mediators counselors

students and faculty of higher education librarians researchers and academicians

Multicultural Jurisprudence 2009-01-16 a the set generally please note that the following

description applies to both volumes in the 2010 yearbook not solely to volume i the global
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community yearbook is a one stop resource for all researchers studying international law

generally or international criminal tribunals specifically the global community yearbook appears

annually in two volume editions of carefully chosen primary source material and corresponding

expert commentary the general editor professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo employs her vast

expertise in international law to select excerpts from important court opinions and also to choose

experts from around the world who contribute essay guides to illuminate those cases although

the main focus is recent case law from the major international tribunals and regional courts the

first volume of each year s edition always features expert articles by renowned scholars who

address broader themes in international law themes that appear throughout the case law of the

many courts covered by the series as a whole b this particular edition 2010 beginning with the

2010 edition the yearbook will include the new section forum jurisprudential cross fertilization an

annual overview this section aims to compare and analyze the interconnections between the

decisions of international courts and tribunals as a way of exploring and examining judicial

dialogue and the development of common legal principles and concepts in all branches of

international law the yearbook is the first academic journal to present an annual overview of the

process of jurisprudential cross fertilization between the courts based on the drafting and

systematic classification of legal maxims i e points of law decided by various international courts

in the section entitled decisions of international courts and tribunals a comprehensive and

complete survey by eminent international law scholars exploring evaluating and documenting this

process has the potential to enhance our contribution and thus further guide our understanding of

how to reduce conflicts and create an effective exchange of legal reasoning between different

courts the aim is to promote a favorable environment for the courts to advance the process of

judicial cooperation with a view to the possible harmonization of legal principles governing the

global community c individual volumes volume 1 the 2010 edition of the global community

yearbook presents three categories of material wholly beneficial to any international law

researcher international tribunals court opinions excerpted with scholarly skill by general editor

giuliana ziccardi capaldo expert guidance on those cases in the form of commentary by globally
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recognized luminaries whom ziccardi has chosen personally and more broadly focused

introductory essays by similarly prominent scholars whom ziccardi has also selected for that

purpose in the introductory essays those scholars take on current topics such as global

intellectual property law and policy the nature of international law and human development and

the legal political connotation of material support to terrorism these incisive and knowledgeable

introductory articles help frame the debates currently raging in international law before this edition

leads the reader on to expert commentary on the noteworthy cases from this past year s dockets

of the following tribunals the international court of justice the international tribunal for the law of

the sea wto dispute settlement system international criminal court international criminal tribunal

for the former yugoslavia international criminal tribunal for rwanda court of justice of the european

union ziccardi has arranged the sections of this volume according to that list of tribunals and she

has included a short targeted index for each of those sections making any research in this

volume efficient and fruitful the 2010 edition of the global community yearbook also gives

researchers an illuminating tour through the varied and dynamic law of regional and

organizational courts in the court opinion excerpts and expert commentary that fill this volume

researchers will find detailed guidance on a rich diversity of legal topics on these questions and a

host of others this volume provides to students scholars and practitioners alike a valuable

combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which that

discussion relates the courts covered in this edition include the court of justice the european

court of human rights inter american court of human rights international centre for the settlement

of investment disputes

The Jurisprudence of GATT and the WTO 2007-03-05 considering general philosophical and

theoretical questions about the nature purpose and operation of law as a whole this book

introduces students to contemporary debates in jurisprudence and encourages them to think in a

theoretical and critical way about the nature of law legal reasoning and adjudication discussing

wider issues of morality politics and society with reference to legal cases and examples it

provides as broad a perspective on the law as possible key features of this textbook include
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introductions to each chapter analysis of how jurisprudential issues can arise in everyday life a

wide range of cases to ground the theoretical discussion in depth discussion of the relationship of

law to force morality and politics as well as of rights justice and feminist jurisprudence the text

provides a concise treatment of all the major topics typically covered in an undergraduate course

on jurisprudence and succinctly explains the arguments for and against the different approaches

to the issues that are raised

Minding the Gap Between Restorative Justice, Therapeutic Jurisprudence, and Global Indigenous

Wisdom 2022-10-28 considering general philosophical and theoretical questions about the nature

purpose and operation of law as a whole this book introduces students to contemporary debates

in jurisprudence and encourages them to think in a theoretical and critical way about the nature

of law legal reasoning and adjudication discussing wider issues of morality politics and society

with reference to legal cases and examples it provides as broad a perspective on the law as

possible key features of this textbook include introductions to each chapter analysis of how

jurisprudential issues can arise in everyday life a wide range of cases to ground the theoretical

discussion in depth discussion of the relationship of law to force morality and politics as well as

of rights justice and feminist jurisprudence the text provides a concise treatment of all the major

topics typically covered in an undergraduate course on jurisprudence and succinctly explains the

arguments for and against the different approaches to the issues that are raised

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2010 Volume I

2012-03-15 join over half a million students who chose to revise with law express revise with the

help of the uk s bestselling law revision series features review essential cases statutes and legal

terms before exams assess and approach the subject by using expert advice gain higher marks

with tips for advanced thinking and further discussions avoid common pitfalls with don t be

tempted to practice answering sample questions and discover additional resources on the

companion website pearsoned co uk lawexpress

Understanding Jurisprudence 2009-06-02 the 2020 edition marks the 20th anniversary of the

global community yearbook of international law and jurisprudence the yearbook has established
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itself as an authoritative source of reference on global legal issues and international

jurisprudence it includes analysis of the most significant global trends in a way that allows

readers to monitor the development of the global legal order from several perspectives the

yearbook publishes annually in a volume of carefully chosen primary source material and

corresponding expert commentary the general editor professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo employs

her vast expertise in international law to select excerpts from important court opinions and to

choose experts from around the world to contribute essay guides which illuminate those cases

although the main focus is recent case law from the major international tribunals and regional

courts the first four parts of each year s edition features expert articles by renowned scholars

who address broader themes in current and future developments in international law and global

policy themes that appear throughout the case law of the many courts covered by the series as a

whole the global community yearbook has thus become not just an indispensable window to

recent jurisprudence the series now also serves to prepare researchers for the issues facing

emerging global law this anniversary edition updates readers on the important work of long

standing international tribunals and introduces readers to more novel topics in international law

the journal s founding editor professor emeritus giuliana ziccardi capaldo in her editorial gives a

presentation of the yearbook s intellectual trajectory as developed from its original roots showing

intriguing prospects for a publication that aims at the very forefront of events in law politics ethics

and jurisprudence in a global community the yearbook continues to provide expert coverage of

the court of justice of the european union and diverse tribunals from the international court of

justice icj human rights courts ecthr iacthr acthpr criminal tribunals such as the international

criminal court icc and the international residual mechanism for criminal tribunals mict to

economically based tribunals such as icsid and the wto dispute settlement system this edition

contains original research articles on the development and analysis of the concept of global law

and the views of the leading global law theorists on the subject of globalization this 20th

anniversary edition also includes a special section which provides an interdisciplinary overview of

china s belt and road initiative and an examination of the global public health order in a post
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covid 19 world the yearbook provides students scholars and practitioners alike a valuable

combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which that

discussion relates as well as an annual overview of the process of cross fertilization between

international courts and tribunals

Elements of Medical Jurisprudence 1835 this title was first published in 2003 this book explores

the interaction of globalization and the development of law the framework of the book is

established by william twining who asks how legal concepts can be generalised within a variety

of legal orders this theme is taken up by a group of leading australian scholars who produce

essays on international economic law including financial regulation and human rights and

citizenship migration and crime under the headings globalization and the laws of money

globalization and the laws of people globalization cultures and comparisons this collection marks

an important step towards the construction of a jurisprudence for a connected but still culturally

diverse globe

Understanding Jurisprudence 2009-06-02 this book explores the implications of globalisation for

the theoretical study of law justice and human rights

Law Express: Jurisprudence 2018-07-12 first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor

francis an informa company

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2020 2021-12-17 this

book eulogises a personality that has constructed a formidable scholarly and personal legacy that

future generations of legal practitioners and socio legal scholars in africa should look to for

guidance and inspiration divided into three parts the book deals with a longstanding legal practice

and scholarship on the role of international law and institutions additionally the book discussed

roles of an african scholar and practitioner to advance socio economic and cultural rights across

the continent through contextualised progressive adjudication and from a gendered perspective

finally the book examined the importance of early childhood education and legal education alike

the role of the courts in redressing these concerns and the need for greater inclusion of afro and

queer sensitive pedagogies and perspectives contributors to the book address the role of schools
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in redressing systemic marginalisation including stigmatisation based on disability and efforts to

translate their rights as prescribed in national constitutions and international legal instruments the

methodology encompasses a twail approach and the call to revisit orthodox approaches to legal

scholarship

Jurisprudence for an Interconnected Globe 2018-04-27 the global community yearbook is a one

stop resource for all researchers studying international law generally or international tribunals

specifically the yearbook has established itself as an authoritative source of reference on global

legal issues and international jurisprudence it includes analysis of the most significant global

trends in a way that allows readers to monitor the development of the global legal order from

several perspectives the global community yearbook publishes annually in a volume of carefully

chosen primary source material and corresponding expert commentary the general editor

professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo employs her vast expertise in international law to select

excerpts from important court opinions and to choose experts from around the world to contribute

essay guides which illuminate those cases although the main focus is recent case law from the

major international tribunals and regional courts the first four parts of each year s edition features

expert articles by renowned scholars who address broader themes in current and future

developments in international law and global policy themes that appear throughout the case law

of the many courts covered by the series as a whole the global community yearbook has thus

become not just an indispensable window to recent jurisprudence the series now also serves to

prepare researchers for the issues facing emerging global law the 2019 edition both updates

readers on the important work of long standing international tribunals and introduces readers to

more novel topics in international law the yearbook continues to provide expert coverage of the

court of justice of the european union and diverse tribunals from the international court of justice

icj to criminal tribunals such as the international criminal court icc and the international residual

mechanism for criminal tribunals mict to economically based tribunals such as icsid and the wto

dispute resolution panel this edition contains original research articles on the development and

analysis of the concept of global law and the views of the global law theorists such as a judicial
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knowledge sharing process as a tool for courts working together in a universal constitutional

structure the role of human rights treaty monitoring bodies in the international legal order and an

examination of the consequences of the un compact for the safe orderly and regular migration on

international law the yearbook provides students scholars and practitioners alike a valuable

combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which that

discussion relates as well as an annual overview of the process of cross fertilization between

international courts and tribunals the yearbook provides students scholars and practitioners alike

a valuable combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which

that discussion relates as well as an annual overview of the process of cross fertilization between

international courts and tribunals and a section focusing on the thought of leading international

law scholars on the subject of the globalization this publication can also be purchased on a

standing order basis

Abnormal Man, Being Essays on Education and Crime and Related Subjects 1893 psychological

jurisprudence or the use of psychology in the legal realm relies on theories and methods of

criminal justice and mental health to make decisions about intervention policy and programming

while the intentions behind the law psychology field are humane the results often are not this

book provides a radical agenda for psychological jurisprudence one that relies on the insights of

literary criticism psychoanalysis feminist theory political economy analysis postmodernism and

related strains of critical thought contributors reveal the roots of psycholegal logic and

demonstrate how citizen justice and structural reform are displaced by so called science and

facts a number of complex issues in the law psychology field are addressed including forensic

mental health decision making parricide competency to stand trial adolescent identity

development penal punitiveness and offender rehabilitation in exploring how the current

resolution to these and related controversies fail to promote the dignity or empowerment of

persons with mental illness this book suggests how the law psychology field can meaningfully

contribute to advancing the goals of justice and humanism in psycholegal theory research and

policy
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General Jurisprudence 2009-02-12 one of an eight volume series recording the development of

international jurisprudence in human rights issues and in particular the domestic application of

international human rights norms discussion focused on recent developments in international

human rights jurisprudence and norms from which judges and lawyers are beginning increasingly

to draw to augment the domestic law of their jurisdictions

Introduction to Feminist Jurisprudence 2013-09-05 the global community yearbook is a one stop

resource for all researchers studying international law generally or international tribunals

specifically the yearbook has established itself as an authoritative source of reference on global

legal issues and international jurisprudence it includes analysis of the most significant global

trends in a way that allows readers to monitor the development of the global legal order from

several perspectives the global community yearbook publishes annually in a volume of carefully

chosen primary source material and corresponding expert commentary the general editor

professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo employs her vast expertise in international law to select

excerpts from important court opinions and to choose experts from around the world to contribute

essay guides which illuminate those cases although the main focus is recent case law from the

major international tribunals and regional courts the first four parts of each year s edition features

expert articles by renowned scholars who address broader themes in current and future

developments in international law and global policy themes that appear throughout the case law

of the many courts covered by the series as a whole the global community yearbook has thus

become not just an indispensable window to recent jurisprudence the series now also serves to

prepare researchers for the issues facing emerging global law the 2018 edition both updates

readers on the important work of long standing international tribunals and introduces readers to

more novel topics in international law the yearbook continues to provide expert coverage of the

court of justice of the european union and diverse tribunals from the international court of justice

icj to criminal tribunals such as the international criminal court icc and the tribunals for the former

yugoslavia and rwanda to economically based tribunals such as icsid and the wto dispute

resolution panel this edition contains original research articles on the development and analysis
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of the concept of global law and the views of the global law theorists such as whether the paris

declaration of 2017 and the oslo recommendation of 2018 deals with enhancing their institutions

legitimacy how to reconcile human rights trade law intellectual property investment and health law

with the wto dispute settlement panel upholding australia s tobacco plain packaging measure

israel s acceptance of palestinian statehood contingent upon prior palestinian demilitarization is

potentially contrary to pertinent international law and a proposal to strengthen cooperation

between the ecj and national courts in light of the failure of the dialogue between the ecj and the

italian constitutional court on the interpretation of article 325 of the treaty on the functioning of the

european union the yearbook provides students scholars and practitioners alike a valuable

combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which that

discussion relates as well as an annual overview of the process of cross fertilization between

international courts and tribunals the yearbook provides students scholars and practitioners alike

a valuable combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which

that discussion relates as well as an annual overview of the process of cross fertilization between

international courts and tribunals and a section focusing on the thought of leading international

law scholars on the subject of the globalization this publication can also be purchased on a

standing order basis

Promoting Efficiency in Jurisprudence and Constitutional Development in Africa 2022-11-14 in

this book one of our country s most distinguished scholar judges shares with us his vision of the

law for the past two thousand years the philosophy of law has been dominated by two rival

doctrines one contends that law is more than politics and yields in the hands of skillful judges

correct answers to even the most difficult legal questions the other contends that law is politics

through and through and that judges wield essentially arbitrary powers rejecting these doctrines

as too metaphysical in the first instance and too nihilistic in the second richard posner argues for

a pragmatic jurisprudence one that eschews formalism in favor of the factual and the empirical

laws he argues are not abstract sacred entities but socially determined goads for shaping

behavior to conform with society s values examining how judges go about making difficult
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decisions posner argues that they cannot rely on either logic or science but must fall back on a

grab bag of informal methods of reasoning that owe less than one might think to legal training

and experience indeed he reminds us the greatest figures in american law have transcended the

traditional conceptions of the lawyer s craft robert jackson did not attend law school and

benjamin cardozo left before getting a degree holmes was neither the most successful of lawyers

nor the most lawyerly of judges citing these examples posner makes a plea for a law that frees

itself from excessive insularity and takes all knowledge practical and theoretical as grist for its mill

the pragmatism that posner espouses implies looking at problems concretely experimentally

without illusions with an emphasis on keeping diverse paths of inquiry open and above all with

the insistence that social thought and action be evaluated as instruments to desired human goals

rather than as ends in themselves in making his arguments he discusses notable figures in

jurisprudence from antigone to ronald dworkin as well as recent movements ranging from law and

economics to civic republicanism and feminism to libertarianism all are subjected to posner s

stringent analysis in a fresh and candid examination of some of the deepest problems presented

by the enterprise of law

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2019 2020-08-20

jurisprudence themes and concepts offers an original introduction to and critical analysis of the

central themes studied in jurisprudence courses the book is presented in three parts each of

which contains general themes advanced topics tutorial questions and guidance on further

reading law and politics locating the place of law within the study of institutions of government

legal reasoning examining the contested nature of the application of law law in modernity

exploring the social forces that shape legal development this second edition includes enhanced

discussion of the rise of legal positivism within the context of the rise of the modern state the

changing role of natural and human rights discourse concepts of justice in and beyond the nation

state the impact of emergency doctrines in contemporary legal regulation and challenges to the

rule of law in light of shifting and competing demands for new types of social solidarity accessible

interdisciplinary and socially informed this book has been revised to take into account the latest
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developments in jurisprudential scholarship

Psychological Jurisprudence 2012-02-01 in its first twenty years the wto dispute settlement

system generated over 350 decisions totalling more than 60 000 pages these decisions contain

many statements by wto adjudicators regarding the law of treaties state responsibility

international dispute settlement and other topics of general public international law this book is a

collection of nearly one thousand statements by wto adjudicators relating to admissibility and

jurisdiction attribution of conduct to a state breach of an obligation conflicts between treaties

countermeasures due process evidence before international tribunals good faith judicial economy

municipal law non retroactivity reasonableness sources of international law sovereignty treaty

interpretation and words and phrases commonly used in treaties and other international legal

instruments this comprehensive digest presents summaries and extracts organized systematically

under issue specific sub headings making this jurisprudence easily accessible to students and

practitioners working in any field of international law

The Jurisprudence on the Rights of the Child 2022-11-28 mohammad fadel s scholarship on

islamic law and legal history ranges from medieval institutions and the history of islamic legal

interpretation to urgent problems relating to the modern reception and re assessment of islamic

legal doctrine fadel s intellectual concerns focus primarily on the compatibility of the islamic legal

tradition with modern liberal political arrangements but in his research and writing he also delves

into the realm of premodern islamic legal thought and institutions his rawlsian approach leads

him to a political reading of the islamic legal tradition which he accomplishes by teasing out

jurists assumptions about politics economics and the domestic sphere fadel s readings of islamic

legal sources suggest that islamic law remains relevant to a society in which legitimate

disagreements over law and morality seem intractable at the same time from the rawlsian

perspective he adopts fadel reminds us that premodern muslim jurists formulated islamic law also

under conditions of substantial controversy over matters of law and morality as well as over

questions of religion politics theology and metaphysics the studies gathered together in this

volume adroitly illustrate fadel s interest in islamic law as a domain of islamic political thought
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and as a framework that might be deployed in today s pluralistic and secularized societies

Developing Human Rights Jurisprudence 1995 greening international jurisprudence environmental

ngos before international courts tribunals and compliance committees examines how international

judicial and quasi judicial bodies enforce international environmental law with particular

consideration to the role of environmental ngos the analytical structure of the study is based on

four aspects of discussion and research the enforcement deficit in environmental law global

environmental governance and sustainable development the proliferation of international judicial

and quasi judicial bodies and deliberation and democratic global governance author cathrin

zengerling analyses the institutional structure as well as the environmental case law from a total

of fourteen international courts arbitral tribunals and compliance committees with special focus on

accessibility comprehensiveness and transparency underlying this analysis is the fundamental

question of whether the respective body appropriately contributes to the realization of democratic

governance for sustainable development after presenting her core findings the author provides

concrete recommendations for future best practices and discusses the need for a new world

environment court researchers practitioners and students of international environmental law will

find an important thought provoking and timely new text in greening international jurisprudence

environmental ngos before international courts tribunals and compliance committees

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2018 2019-08-16 this

book provides a detailed overview of the law and policy related to unlawful killings and the right

to life it is organized into the key thematic issues and types of killings that arose during the

mandate of the un special rapporteur on extrajudicial summary or arbitrary executions between

2004 2016 each chapter contains an introductory overview and selected extracts from un special

rapporteur reports to the united nations general assembly and the human rights council and other

normative work and covers the applicable international law policy considerations and common

fact scenarios philip alston held the mandate of united nations special rapporteur on extrajudicial

summary or arbitrary executions between 2004 and 2010 christof heyns did so from 2010 to

2016 this book was created to provide easy access to the work of the special rapporteurs and to
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be a useful guide for those studying and working to promote respect for human rights the book

was edited by the two rapporteurs together with their main advisors during their tenure as

mandate holders sarah knuckey and thomas probert

The Problems of Jurisprudence 1993-03-15 the global community yearbook is a one stop

resource for all researchers studying international law generally or international tribunals

specifically the yearbook has established itself as an authoritative source of reference on global

legal issues and international jurisprudence it includes analysis of the most significant global

trends in a way that allows readers to monitor the development of the global legal order from

several perspectives the global community yearbook publishes annually in a volume of carefully

chosen primary source material and corresponding expert commentary the general editor

professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo employs her vast expertise in international law to select

excerpts from important court opinions and to choose experts from around the world to contribute

essay guides which illuminate those cases although the main focus is recent case law from the

major international tribunals and regional courts the first four parts of each year s edition features

expert articles by renowned scholars who address broader themes in current and future

developments in international law and global policy themes that appear throughout the case law

of the many courts covered by the series as a whole the global community yearbook has thus

become not just an indispensable window to recent jurisprudence the series now also serves to

prepare researchers for the issues facing emerging global law the 2015 edition of the global

community yearbook both updates readers on the important work of long standing international

tribunals and introduces readers to more novel topics in international law the yearbook has

established itself as an authoritative resource for research and guidance on the jurisprudence of

both u n based tribunals and regional courts the 2015 edition continues to provide expert

coverage of the court of justice of the european union and diverse tribunals from the criminal

tribunals for the former yugoslavia and rwanda to economically based tribunals such as icsid and

the wto dispute resolution panel this edition includes expert introductory essays by prominent

scholars in the realm of international law on topics as diverse and current as the fusion of
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eastern and western civil disobedience to the concept of jus cogens included in the 2015 edition

researchers will find detailed guidance on a rich diversity of legal topics from the concept of

universal jurisdiction over international crimes and the increased push for transparency in

resolution of international economic disputes to the issue of religion and multiculturalism in

europe through a focus on islam this edition also provides students scholars and practitioners

alike a valuable combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to

which that discussion relates this publication can also be purchased on a standing order basis

Jurisprudence 2013-07-04 this book brings together the study of two great disciplines of the

islamic world law and philosophy in both sunni and shiite islam it became the norm for scholars

to acquire a high level of expertise in the legal tradition thus some of the greatest names in the

history of aristotelianism were trained jurists like averroes or commented on the status and nature

of law like al fārābī while such authors sought to put law in its place relative to the

philosophical disciplines others criticized philosophy from a legal viewpoint like al ghazālī and

ibn taymiyya but this collection of papers does not only explore the relative standing of law and

philosophy it also looks at how philosophers theologians and jurists answered philosophical

questions that arise from jurisprudence itself what is the logical structure of a well formed legal

argument what standard of certainty needs to be attained in passing down judgments and how is

that standard reached what are the sources of valid legal judgment and what makes these

sources authoritative may a believer be excused on grounds of ignorance together the

contributions provide an unprecedented demonstration of the close connections between

philosophy and law in islamic society while also highlighting the philosophical interest of texts

normally studied only by legal historians

A Digest of WTO Jurisprudence on Public International Law Concepts and Principles 2015-07-02

according to many islamic jurists the world is divided between dar al islam the abode of islam

and dar al harb the abode of war this dual division of the world has led to a great amount of

juridical discussion concerning what makes a territory part of dar al islam what the status of

muslims living outside of this is and whether they are obliged to obey islamic jurisprudence
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susanne olsson examines the differing understandings of dar al islam and dar al harb as well as

related concepts such as jihad and takfir she thereby is able to explore how these concepts have

been utilised transformed and negotiated throughout history as the subject of muslims living in

europe is such a topical and sometimes controversial one this book will appeal to researchers of

modern islam as integral to the western experience

Islamic Jurisprudence, Islamic Law, and Modernity 2023-08-01 this book provides a rare view of

a creative scholar at work during a highly productive phase of his career it shows him as an

innovator theorist methodologist missionary critic and scientist but he remains withal in his

fashion a humanist he believes that institutions and processes particularly law politics and

scholarship are best understood in human terms with holmes he believes that law is a prediction

of what courts will do hence to understand law it is necessary to understand judicial behavior a

full explanation of a judge s behavior would take into account his health both physical and mental

his personality his culture and society and his ideology glendon schubert concedes this but

focuses primarily on ideology because he believes the other variables are sublimated in it

therefore to him ideology attitudes toward human values is the basic explanation of judicial

behavior and jurisprudence is necessarily human the studies in this volume are important in the

study of judicial behavior for they broke new ground and some were forerunners of major books

such as the judicial mind which was published in 1965 each shows professor schubert s concern

at the time they were written and taken together they show the movement and growth of his

ideas and interests

Greening International Jurisprudence 2013-08-22 a comprehensive text book by wolters kluwer

lippincott covering all key features that are very helpful for the medical students

Alston and Heyns on Unlawful Killings: A Compendium of the Jurisprudence of the United

Nations Special Rapporteurs on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions from 2004-2016

2020-01-01 a the set generally please note that the following description applies to both volumes

in the 2009 yearbook not solely to volume i the global community yearbook is a one stop

resource for all researchers studying international law generally or international criminal tribunals
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specifically the global community yearbook appears annually in two volume editions of carefully

chosen primary source material and corresponding expert commentary the general editor

professor giuliana ziccardi capaldo employs her vast expertise in international law to select

excerpts from important court opinions and also to choose experts from around the world who

contribute essay guides to illuminate those cases although the main focus is recent case law

from the major international tribunals and regional courts the first volume of each year s edition

always features expert articles by renowned scholars who address broader themes in

international law themes that appear throughout the case law of the many courts covered by the

series as a whole b this particular edition 2009 this year s edition of the global community

yearbook is restructured to update its format and to better respond to its objective the change

affects the section entitled decisions of international courts and tribunals all other sections will

remain the same this section divided into twelve sub sections presents annually the more

significant international case law in the form of legal maxims systematically collected the

elaboration of legal maxims extracted from the courts decisions and their systematic classification

makes this year s edition of the yearbook unique international courts and tribunals have

developed remarkably in recent years and it is becoming increasingly difficult to follow the case

law emanating from those jurisdictions without the help of an intermediary the yearbook and its

unique changes fill this gap by serving as an intermediary between the case law and international

scholars practitioners and students in previous issues of the yearbook these legal maxims were

prepared by referring both to the law and often extensively to the specific facts of the case in the

new format the legal maxims will now distil the most important elements of judicial decisions and

rely less heavily on the facts the text of the legal maxims has been reduced to the minimum

necessary for systematic classification printing the website links for the case law an introductory

note on each international tribunal or court continues to be provided as a synopsis of their activity

over the year this reduction of the text of legal maxims better responds to the goals of the

yearbook to serve as a mediator and to provide complete coverage of case law from international

courts and tribunals c individual volumes the first volume of the 2009 edition of global community
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yearbook presents three categories of material wholly beneficial to any international law

researcher international tribunals court opinions excerpted with scholarly skill by general editor

giuliana ziccardi capaldo expert guidance on those cases in the form of commentary by globally

recognized luminaries whom ziccardi has chosen personally and more broadly focused

introductory essays by similarly prominent scholars whom ziccardi has also selected for that

purpose in the introductory essays those scholars take on the current controversial topics of the

case against criminalizing hate speech the global importance of human rights for environmental

protection the evolution of international environmental law and the politics of global powers those

incisive and knowledgeable introductory articles help frame the debates currently raging in

international law before this volume leads the reader on to expert commentary on the noteworthy

cases from this past year s dockets of the following tribunals the international court of justice the

wto dispute resolution system the international criminal court international criminal tribunal for the

former yugoslavia international criminal tribunal for rwanda ziccardi has arranged the sections of

this volume according to that list of tribunals and she has included a short targeted index for

each of those sections making any research in this volume efficient and fruitful volume 2 this

second volume of the 2009 edition of global community yearbook gives researchers an

illuminating tour through the varied and dynamic law of regional and organizational courts in the

court opinion excerpts and expert commentary that fill this volume researchers will find detailed

guidance on a rich diversity of legal topics from whether the european court of human rights is

effective as the centerpiece of the european human rights protection system to the jurisdictional

challenges by respondent states under applicable investment agreements on these questions and

a host of others this volume provides to students scholars and practitioners alike a valuable

combination of expert discussion and direct quotes from the court opinions to which that

discussion relates the courts covered by this particular volume are the court of first instance of

the european communities the court of justice of the european communities the european court

of human rights inter american court of human rights international centre for the settlement of

investment disputes
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The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2015 2016-11-07

Philosophy and Jurisprudence in the Islamic World 2019-09-02

Minority Jurisprudence in Islam 2016-03-24

Human Jurisprudence 2019-09-30

Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence 2009-01-01

Michigan Civil Jurisprudence 1957

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2009 Volume I

2010-10-22
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